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Sum-product networks (SPNs) [Poon2011] are flexible density estimators and have 
received significant attention due to their attractive inference properties. 
While parameter learning in SPNs is well developed, most structure learners are somewhat ad-
hoc and based on intuition rather than a clear learning principle.

In this work, we introduce a well-principled Bayesian framework for SPN structure learning. 
We decompose the problem into: 
                    1) laying out a computational graph, and 
                    2) learning the so-called scope function over the graph. 

The first encodes the topological layout of  the nodes, while the scope function characterises the 
effective structure. In our framework, only the scope function has to respect the usual 
structural constraints in SPNs, i.e. completeness and decomposability. 

We propose a natural parametrisation for an important and widely used special case of  SPNs. 
These structural parameters are incorporated into a Bayesian model, allowing us to perform 
posterior inference over structure and parameters jointly.

Let                                    be a set of  D random variables (RVs), for which N i.i.d. samples are 
available. An SPN is a 4-tuple 

The computational graph is a connected directed acyclic graph, containing three types of  
nodes: sums (S), products (P) and leaves (L). Generic nodes are denotes as N.

The scope function is a function                      assigning each node in the graph a sub-set of  X.

computational graph scope functions sum-weights leaf  parameters

Approximate Bayesian inference

Updating Parameters:                      with fixed:
We first sample assignments zn for all sum latent variables in the SPN, and subsequently sample 
new weights and leaf  parameters. The assignments can be drawn independently using ancestral 
sampling. All latent variables which are not visited during ancestral sampling, are drawn from 
the prior. Then we sample the weights and leaf  parameters from the respective posterior.

Updating the Structure:           with fixed:
We use a collapsed Gibbs sampler to sample all structure LVs at the partitions. For this purpose, 
we marginalise out all vP variables and sample the discrete structure LVs yP,d from their 
conditional 

Bayesian Sum-Product Networks

This function assigns to each value z the induced tree (T) determined by z.

All assignments at partition P excluding the assignment for d The trainingset

scope function

computational graph effective network structure

Experiments: On discrete, heterogeneous and data with missing values
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Completeness:
Decomposability:

The key insight for Bayesian parameter learning [Zhao2016, Rashwan2016, Vergari2019] is that 
sum nodes can be interpreted as latent variables ZS, clustering data instances.

We now introduce join structure and parameter learning by considering the case in which the 
computational graph is a tree-shaped region graph. 

A region graph can be understood as a vectorised representation of  SPNs and is a connected 
directed acyclic graph containing two types of  nodes: regions (R) and partitions (P).

For each data dimension d we introduce a discrete latent variable YP,d. The latent variable 
represents a decision to assign dimension d to a particular child, given that all partitions above 
have decided to assign d onto the (unique) path leading to the partition.

A computational graph (left) and a SPN structure (right), defined by the scope function, discovered using posterior inference on an encoding of  ψ. 
The SPN contains only a subset of  the nodes in the graph as some sub-trees are allocated with an empty scope (dotted) -- evaluating to constant 1. 
Note that the computational graph only encodes the topological layout of  the nodes, while the effective SPN structure is encoded via ψ.

It is now conceptually straightforward to extend an SPN to a Bayesian setting, by equipping the 
sum-weights and leaf-parameters with suitable priors, e.g. Dirichlet priors for the weights.
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Illustration of  a region-graph based on [Peharz2019].
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Average test log-likelihoods on discrete datasets using SOTA, Bayesian SPNs (ours) and infinite 
mixtures of  SPNs (ours∞). Significant differences are underlined. Overall best result is in bold. 
In addition we list the best-to-date (BTD) results obtained using SPNs, PSDDs or CNets.
Note that BTD results are often obtain by large ensembles of  structures.

Average test log-likelihoods on heterogeneous datasets using SOTA, Bayesian SPN (ours) and 
infinite mixtures of  SPNs (ours∞). Overall best result is indicated in bold. 

Performance under missing values for discrete datasets with increasing dimensionality (D). 
Results for LearnSPN are shown in dashed lines, results for ID-SPN in dotted lines and our 
approach is indicated using solid lines. Star indicates k-NN imputation and a circle no imputation.
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